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A New Two-Dimensional Pulse Sequence for T∗2 Measurements
of Protons in 13C Isotopomers
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A new two-dimensional pulse sequence for T∗2 measurement of
protons directly coupled to 13C spins is proposed. The sequence
measures the tranverse relaxation time of heteronuclear proton
single-quantum coherence under conditions of free precession and
is therefore well suited to evaluate relaxation losses of proton mag-
netization during preparation delays of heteronuclear pulse expe-
riments in analytical NMR. The relevant part of the pulse sequence
can be inserted as a “building block” into any direct or inverse
detecting H,C correlation pulse sequence if proton spin–spin re-
laxation is to be investigated. In this contribution, the building
block is inserted into a HETCOR as well as into a HMQC pulse
sequence. Experimental results for the HETCOR-based sequence
are given. C© 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: relaxation time; T∗2 measurement; BIRD pulse; 13C
isotopomers; heteronuclear shift correlation.
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INTRODUCTION

NMR is a valuable tool for the quantitative analysis of m
tures of organic compounds covering a wide range of mol
lar sizes such as humic substances (1–3) or mineral oils (4). In
these systems, NMR delivers results unobtainable by other
troscopic or chemical techniques. The most valuable puls
quences for organic mixture analysis such as HETCOR, HM
(5), and HSQC (6) employ polarization transfer with prepar
tion delay times in the range of several milliseconds and are
susceptible to quantification errors if proton spin–spin relaxa
times are of the order of milliseconds. A reliable estimation
the quantification errors when integrating signals or crossp
therefore requires the knowledge of spin–spin relaxation ti
of protons of13C-isotopomers.T∗2 times for protons of13C iso-
topomers are substantially smaller than those of12C isotopomers
due to an additional contribution from13C, 1H dipole–dipole
relaxation. The latter are therefore not suitable for evalua
quantification losses. Whereas relaxation times of protons
pled to12C are easily accessible by the CPMG (7, 8) technique,
the measurement ofT∗2 times of protons coupled to13C requires
special techniques.
1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. n
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If relaxation times for several proton sites are to be obtain
two-dimensional NMR is more convenient than 1D techniqu
as assignment and ambiguity problems are avoided. We
propose a new two-dimensional pulse technique for spin–s
relaxation time measurement of protons coupled to13C nuclei.
The relevant pulse sequence element that is incremented
T∗2 relaxation measurements can be implemented as a “bu
ing block” into direct detection C,H correlation techniques li
HETCOR as well as into inverse H,C correlation pulse te
niques like HMQC or HSQC.

RESULTS

The two-dimensional measurement ofT∗2 relaxation times
for proton spins directly bound to13C requires a dedicated
delay (relaxation delayτR) to be inserted into a C,H correla
tion pulse sequence. During this delay time, merely spin–s
relaxation is supposed to act on the in-phase proton magne
tion. Modulation due to proton chemical shift and proton–pro
and carbon–proton coupling must not occur. These three rele
interactions acting on proton magnetization are therefore to
refocused during the delay timeτR. In the case ofτR being as long
as several hundred milliseconds, the evolution of the proton m
netization under proton–proton couplings is to be considere
well.

Refocusing of the proton chemical shift and the couplin
between protons bound to12C nuclei and protons bound t
13C nuclei is accomplished by insertion of a bilinearπ pulse
(9) into the center of the relaxation delay timeτR. In Figs. 1
and 2 the BIRD cluster is shown in the center of the relaxat
delay timeτR (illustrated in grayscale) of the displayed pulse s
quences (HETCOR in Fig. 1 and HMQC in Fig. 2). The BIR
π pulse with all phases of proton pulses being+y acts on the
protons bound to13C nuclei, whereas protons bound to12C ex-
perience an identity transform, resulting in refocusing of
J(H,H) coupling.2J(H,H) couplings of CH2 groups with chemi-
cally nonequivalent protons, however, are not refocused, as
of these protons are coupled to13C and experienceπ pulses.
As those CH2 groups are easily identified in C,H correlatio
5 1090-7807/01 $35.00
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FIG. 1. Pulse sequence forT∗2 relaxation time measurements of proto
spins coupled to13C nuclei, based on the phase-sensitive HETCOR experim
Pulses without and with vertical bars denoteπ/2 andπ pulses, respectively. The
“building block” used for relaxation time measurement is illustrated in graysc
τR denotes the freely adjustable delay time for protonT∗2 relaxation. The delay
timesτ and1are set to 1/4J(C,H) each. The delay timesdof the BIRD sequence
are adjusted according to 1/2J(C,H) each. The phaseφ1 is−y,+y,−y,+y for
the real States (10) data and+x,−x,+x,−x for the imaginary States data. Pha
φ5 and phasesφ7–φ13 are+x throughout; phasesφ2–φ4 are+y throughout.
Phaseφ6 is +x,+x,−x,−x; φrec is +x,−x,−x,+x. The proton broadband
decoupling starts at the beginning of the second1 delay to avoid an additiona
protonπ pulse after the first1 delay.

experiments, this shortcoming of the proposed technique
not impose any real problems.

For the one-bond carbon–proton couplings, however,
BIRD puls acts on both the13C nucleus and the proton boun
to the 13C nucleus, causing the1J(C,H) to diverge during the
relaxation delay timeτR. For this reason we inserted two furth
13C π pulses, one in the center of the first half and one in

FIG. 2. Pulse sequence forT∗2 relaxation time measurements of proto
spins coupled to13C nuclei, based on the phase-sensitive HMQC experim
Pulses without and with vertical bars denoteπ/2 andπ pulses, respectively. The
“building block” used for relaxation time measurement is given in grayscaleτR
denotes the freely adjustable delay time for protonT∗2 relaxation. The delay times
τ and1 are set to 1/4J(C,H) each. The delay timesd of the BIRD sequence
are adjusted according to 1/2J(C,H) each.The phasesφ1 andφ5–φ11 are+x

throughout; phasesφ2–φ4 are+y throughout. Phaseφ12 is +x,+x,−x,−x;
φ13 is+x for the real States data and+y for the imaginary States (10) data;φrec

is+x,+x,−x,−x.
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center of the second half of the relaxation delay time (Fig.
Each of theseπ pulses serves to refocus the C,H coupling dur
the first and the second halves of the relaxation delay timeτR.
Hence, the BIRD pulse acts on proton magnetization that i
phase with respect to the one-bondJ(C,H) coupling.

EXPERIMENTAL

In this contribution, we use the carbon-detected HETC
experiment to demonstrate the performance of the propose
focusing scheme, as no measures have to be taken to re
the strong and impeding signal of HDO or H2O from the spec-
trum. The suggested building block is inserted into the stand
phase-sensitive HETCOR experiment in between thet1-labeling
period and the period for polarization transfer (Fig. 1). The p
ton broadband decoupling starts at the beginning of the se
1 delay to avoid an additional protonπ pulse after the first1
delay.

The spectra were measured on a Jeol GX400 NMR spe
meter operating at 400 and 100 MHz for1H and13C, respec-
tively. The delay timesτ and1 of the pulse sequence (Fig. 1) a
adjusted to the one-bond13C,1H coupling constant1J(C,H) ac-
cording to the relationshipτ =1= 1/(4 · 1J(C,H)). A 1J(C,H)
value of 140 Hz was used for all measurements. A total of
t1 increments were used for the 2D experiments, and freque
ranges in the second and the first dimension were 2.8 and 12
respectively. Phase-sensitive data were calculated accordi
the method of Stateset al. (10).

The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the crosspeaks was in th
range of 30–50, depending on the value ofτR. Volume inte-
gration of the crosspeaks was performed using Jeol Delta
ware, version 3.0. The uncertainties of the individual data po
range from 3 to 5% depending on theS/N of the integrated
crosspeaks.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The sequence of Fig. 1 was checked with a sample of 85
of L-rhamnose in D2O. A set of 2D spectra applying the puls
sequence of Fig. 1 was taken with seven delay timesτR vary-
ing from 100 to 700 ms. The crosspeaks of the C5/H5 connec-
tivity as well as that of the methyl group ofL-rhamnose were
integrated and the resulting volume integrals were fitted t
decaying exponential function. ProtonT∗2 times of 459± 23
and 692± 35 ms for the CH3 group protons and the H5 pro-
ton, respectively, were found (Fig. 3). Carr–Purcell–Meiboo
Gill (7, 8) measurements deliver 508± 15 and 751± 23 ms
for the proton H5 and the CH3 proton, respectively, reflect
ing the effect of the missing13C, 1H dipole–dipole relaxation
pathway.

The sequence measures the tranverse relaxation time o
eronuclear proton single-quantum coherence under condi

of free precession and is therefore well suited to evaluate relax-
ation losses of proton magnetization during preparation delays
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL RELAXA

FIG. 3. T∗2 decay curves for the volume integrals of the C5/H5 crosspeak and
he CH3 crosspeak ofL-rhamnose, obtained with the pulse sequence of Fig
he uncertainties for the individual data points range from 3 to 5% depen
n theS/N of the integrated crosspeaks. The curve fit of the volume integ

o an exponential function delivered protonT∗2 times of 459± 23 and 692±
5 ms for the CH3 group protons and the H5 proton, respectively.

f heteronuclear pulse experiments in analytical NMR. Due
he inclusion of two carbonπ pulses in theτR delay, the pulse
equence suppresses contributions originating from cross c
ation between the proton chemical shift anisotropy relaxat

echanism (CSA (1H)) and the13C,1H dipolar relaxation mech-
nism (13C,1H-DD). For the range of spin–spin relaxation tim
elevant in analytical applications of NMR, contributions fro
SA(1H)/13C,1H dipolar cross correlation should be negligibl
s the relaxation times are at least 5–10 times larger than
reparation delays of HETCOR or HMQC/HSQC experimen

.e., the spin flips induced by the13C π pulse in the center of
he preparation delay occur rapidly with respect to the spin–s
elaxation rate (11). For spin–spin relaxation times comparab
o the length of the preparation delay, cross correlation d
ontribute to the relaxation of proton magnetization during
reparation delays of HETCOR or HMQC/HSQC experimen
n this case, however, a 2D spectrum can hardly be obtained
o the massive relaxation losses during the preparation delay
onclude, the new pulse sequence is a valuable tool for meas
ION TIME MEASUREMENT 177
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ments ofT∗2 relaxation times of proton spins in13C isotopomers.
Nevertheless, the proposed refocusing scheme merely req
proton magnetization to start with and hence can be inse
into any kind of inverse or direct detecting H,C correlation pu
sequence.
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